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Pearson General Studies Paper 1
The History Compendium for General Studies CSAT Paper 1, State PCS, CDS,
& NDA 2nd Edition has been thoroughly revised & updated to provide the MOST
UPDATED material for the exam. The USP of the book is that the information is
captured in a concise and easy to remember methodology which further
comprises of Mind Maps, Infographics, Charts, Tables and latest exam pattern
MCQs. The emphasis of the book has been on conceptual understanding and
better retention which are important from the point of view of the exam. The book
captures most of the important questions with explanations of the past years of
the IAS Prelim exam, CDS, NDA and other competitive exams distributed in the
various chapters. The book is divided into 18 chapters. Each chapter is followed
by 2 levels of exercises with 1350+ Simple MCQs & statement based MCQs.
General Studies 2020 Paper 1 Vol III: Indian Economy: Economic and
Sustainable Development
General Studies Paper I for Civil Services Preliminary Examination 2016 is a
comprehensive and informative package for candidates preparing for the Civil
Services examinations. The box comprises of five volumes with each volume
catering to topics like General Knowledge Indian Polity and Economy (Including
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Governance and Sustainable Development) Geography, Ecology and
Biodiversity General Science and History. This book is designed according to the
latest and revised syllabus of the Civil Services Preliminary Examination, and
focuses on topics and questions which are repeatedly asked. Each section is
presented in a well-structured, lucid manner, accompanied by several illustrations
and tables to help in the comprehension of the topics. The book also contains
comparison charts, elaborate figures, boxes, and coloured maps which provide
extra information, making for a great preparatory book.
Developed by experienced professionals from reputed civil services coaching
institutes and recommended by many aspirants of Civil Services Preliminary
exam, General Studies Paper - I contains Precise and Thorough Knowledge of
Concepts and Theories essential to go through the prestigious exam. Solved
Examples are given to explain all the concepts for thorough learning. Explanatory
Notes have been provided in every chapter for better understanding of the
problems asked in the exam. #v&spublishers
An Updated and Revised Edition of the Most Popular General Knowledge Manual
Pottery has become one of the major categories of artifact that is used in reconstructing
the lives and habits of prehistoric people. In these 14 papers, members of the
Prehistoric Ceramics Research Group discuss the many ways in which pottery is used
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to study chronology, behavioral changes, interrelationships between people and
between people and their environment, technology and production, exchange,
settlement organization, cultural expression, style and symbolism.
General Studies: Vol-IV - Geo & Environ Eco 2019
The author has been a familiar speaker at Theoretical Archaeology Group meetings in
Britain for a number of years and his general approach must now be familiar to many
people. His specific argument that pit deposits usually interpreted as `rubbish' are in
fact structured in a meaningful way is sure to be of interest to all archaeologists
involved with the investigation of middens or faunal `rubbish' deposits, though
taphonomists may remain sceptical. The wider implications for the study of the Iron Age
in Britain (especially his historiographical critique of past `culture-historical' approaches)
are also stimulating.
Designed specifically for the students of UPSC and State Civil Services Preliminary
examinations, General Studies Paper 1 - 2020 is a comprehensive, focused, updated
and authentic study resource.
General Studies: Vol-1 GK & CA 2019
Any candidate aspiring for Civil Services should essentially have a good understanding of
diverse social issues the Indian society is currently facing. It has been observed that multiple
questions pertaining to the Indian Society and its related issues areandnbsp;regularly asked in
Mainandrsquo;s - General Studies (GS) Paper-I and in the Essay paper too. Besides,
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candidates are also required to be well-versed with these issues in the personality test
(interview) as well. The second edition has been completely revamped to provide a
comprehensive and conciseandnbsp;understanding of Indian society. The updated chapters
provide in-depth insight on the various social issues, the reasons for their existence, their
impact on different segments of society and actions taken or planned to eliminate the social
constraints at the larger level and achieve the vision of social equity and social justice in India.
The book aims to not only equip an aspirant with all the relevant information required for
scoring high marks in the exam but also help the future policy-makers to have a better
understanding of what Indian society needs.
General Studies Paper -1 for Civil Services Preliminary ExaminationThe Pearson General
Studies Manual 2009, 1/ePearson Education India
General Studies 2020 Paper 1 Vol II: Indian Polity & Governance
This latest edition of The Pearson General Studies Manual continues to provide exhaustive
study material for the General Studies paper of the UPSC Civil Services Preliminary
Examination. This student-friendly book has been completely revised, thoroughly updated and
carefully streamlined and is strictly exam-centric. In this new edition, a large number of new
boxes and marginaliaâ€”with additional and relevant informationâ€”have been added to
provide cutting-edge information to the aspirant. Readers will find that important facts and
information have been presented in the form of well-structured tables and lists.
General Studies 2020 Paper 1 Vol IV:Geography and Environmental Ecology
Designed specifically for the students of UPSC and State Civil Services Preliminary
Examinations, General Studies Paper 1 - 2020 is a comprehensive, focused, updated and
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authentic study resource. The entire package comes along with six volumes on - Vol. 1 General Knowledge and Current Affairs Vol. 2 - Indian Polity and Governance Vol. 3 - Indian
Economy: Economic and Social Development Vol. 4 - Geography and Environmental Ecology;
Vol 5 - General Science Vol. 6 - History and Culture
To support the broadening spectrum of project delivery approaches, PMI is offering A Guide to
the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition as a bundle
with its latest, the Agile Practice Guide. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition now contains
detailed information about agile; while the Agile Practice Guide, created in partnership with
Agile Alliance®, serves as a bridge to connect waterfall and agile. Together they are a powerful
tool for project managers. The PMBOK® Guide – Sixth Edition – PMI's flagship publication has
been updated to reflect the latest good practices in project management. New to the Sixth
Edition, each knowledge area will contain a section entitled Approaches for Agile, Iterative and
Adaptive Environments, describing how these practices integrate in project settings. It will also
contain more emphasis on strategic and business knowledge—including discussion of project
management business documents—and information on the PMI Talent Triangle™ and the
essential skills for success in today's market. Agile Practice Guide has been developed as a
resource to understand, evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile approaches. This practice
guide provides guidance on when, where, and how to apply agile approaches and provides
practical tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase agility. This practice
guide is aligned with other PMI standards, including A Guide to the Project Management Body
of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and was developed as the result of
collaboration between the Project Management Institute and the Agile Alliance.
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General Studies 2020 Paper 1 Vol V: General Science
Across the ages, technological developments have been accelerated by the military. This
results from the fact that able-bodied vibrant youths are generally involved and are also
exposed to high-tech training prevailing at their times for assignments (defence and security)
that are essential but not desired. They form the Armed Forces for the nations. Such brilliant
military officers like Caesar and Napoleon made their marks; and, in contemporary times, the
Armed Forces of United States, France, Britain, Australia, etc are making remarkable
contributions to technological developments. Such infrastructure as the Internet, the GPS and
the cell phones are products that have significant military contributions. This book scans
across the major regions of the world, highlights the efforts of representative countries in the
regions and observes that nations that have harnessed the efforts of their Armed Forces have
progressively developed. It is also observed that developments in America and Europe, though
not entirely dependent on their Armed Forces, have been greatly affected by their efforts. In
Asia, such countries as the People's Republic of China, Brazil, India, Pakistan and Singapore
utilise the human and material resources within the Armed Forces for national growth and
cohesion. Development effort is least in the African Region, except South Africa and Egypt;
notwithstanding the high potentials as exhibited by Nigeria's Armed Forces. Although attempts
to industrialise through the Armed Forces may be able to create economic development for
developing nations, such factors as historical background, economic resources, political
climate, government policies and infrastructure are equally important. Economic development
programme of an aspiring country should: i. promote education and access to knowledge ii.
aspire to economic self-sufficiency in economic power iii. allow and promote private sector and
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foreign participation in defence production, research and development iv. commit itself to the
establishment and support of defence industries v. indigenise defence programmes, establish
a balance between military and economic development and vi. mobilise the nation's economy
through technology partnership with the private sector and foreign investors.
Increased demands for colleges and universities to engage in outcomes assessment for
accountability purposes have accelerated the need to bridge the gap between higher education
practice and the fields of measurement, assessment, and evaluation. The Handbook on
Measurement, Assessment, and Evaluation in Higher Education provides higher education
administrators, student affairs personnel, institutional researchers who generate and analyze
data, and faculty with an integrated handbook of theory, method, and application. This valuable
resource brings together applied terminology, analytical perspectives, and methodological
advances from the fields of measurement, assessment, and evaluation to facilitate informed
decision-making in higher education. Special Features: Contributing Authors are worldrenowned scholars across the fields of measurement, assessment, and evaluation, including:
Robert E. Stake, Trudy W. Banta, Michael J. Kolen, Noreen M. Webb, Kurt Geisinger, Robert
J. Mislevy, Ronald K. Hambleton, Rebecca Zwick, John Creswell, and Margaret D. LeCompte.
Depth of Coverage includes classroom assessment and student outcomes; assessment
techniques for accountability and accreditation; test theory, item response theory, validity and
reliability; qualitative, quantitative and mixed-methods evaluation; context and ethics of
assessment. Questions and Exercises follow each Section to reinforce the valuable concepts
and insights presented in the preceding chapters. Bridging the gap between practice in higher
education with advances in measurement, assessment, and evaluation, this book enables
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educational decision-makers to engage in more sound professional judgment. This handbook
provides higher education administrators with both high-level and detailed views into
contemporary theories and practices, supplemented with guidance on how to apply them for
the benefit of students and institutions.
The second edition of The SAGE Handbook of Special Education provides a comprehensive
overview of special education, offering a wide range of views on key issues from all over the
world. The contributors bring together up-to-date theory, research and innovations in practice,
with an emphasis on future directions for the role of special education in a global context of
inclusion. This brand new edition features: " New chapters on families, interagency
collaboration and issues of lifelong learning " The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities " Policy reform proposals " Equity and social justice in education " The impact
of new thinking on assessment " Issues and developments in classification " The preparation
and qualifications that teachers need The Handbook's breadth, clarity and academic rigour will
make it essential reading for researchers and postgraduate students, and also for practitioners,
teachers, school managers and administrators.
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